COVID-19 QUICK DEPLOYMENT BUNDLE

Enabling
Enterprise Visibility

with Location-Based Services
STANLEY Healthcare &
Cisco DNA Spaces
Quick Deployment Bundles to Support COVID-19 Related Use Cases
Partnering with Cisco, STANLEY Healthcare is offering a set of solution bundles to help hospitals and healthcare
organizations manage critical needs during the COVID-19 pandemic. The bundles are designed for temporary care sites
and pop-up hospitals, as well as for hospitals with Cisco Wi-Fi that currently don’t have a location-based infrastructure.
Each offering also includes a free three-month subscription to Cisco DNA Spaces*—the next gen indoor location services
platform. The combined STANLEY Healthcare and Cisco offerings provide both temporary sites and hospitals with
immediate enterprise-wide visibility into the location and status of assets and people.
Each integrated offering has been designed for rapid and remote deployment to enable hospitals and healthcare facilities
to take quick advantage of the solution regardless of the use case.

Available Solutions
Asset Management: This offering provides real-time location information to ensure critical assets are onhand and available for use. It also provides historical information to hospital administrators and health and
safety professionals to ensure that patients are not exposed to improperly sanitized equipment or devices.
Providing enterprise-wide visibility is particularly important for hospitals that share equipment and devices
between buildings and sites. Real-time alerts can improve utilization of assets and ensure they are cleaned
between use on different patients.
Environmental Monitoring: As hospitals respond to the increased patient load resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic, there has been a surge in vital materials that must be stored within prescribed temperature ranges,
including test kits, pharmaceuticals, and blood products. Storage conditions must be monitored continually to
ensure patient safety and protect these valuable materials. STANLEY Healthcare’s Environmental Monitoring
solution is a wireless hospital temperature monitoring solution that helps ensure the safe storage of
pharmaceuticals, vaccines, laboratory samples and blood products.
Patient Call/Arial® Wi-Fi Emergency Call: As census in hospitals goes up beyond standard capacity and
health systems are establishing temporary care sites to house patient overflow, these sites require a solution
that enables patients to call for assistance if needed. By leveraging STANLEY Healthcare’s platform, hospitals
can receive notifications from Wi-Fi Pendants and Wi-Fi Call Stations to enable patient call functionality. The
offered solutions can leverage STANLEY Healthcare’s RTLS platform for patient call functionality or the Arial
Wi-Fi Emergency Call platform.

STANLEY Healthcare Quick Deployment Bundle: Cisco DNA Spaces

STANLEY Healthcare and Cisco DNA Spaces
Cisco DNA Spaces’ cloud platform can be quickly deployed to support temporary treatment areas outside traditional hospital
locations, or can allow existing Cisco healthcare customers to add location-based services to their current Cisco infrastructure.
Integrated with STANLEY Healthcare’s RTLS solutions, healthcare providers have a powerful, unified network of sensors that
unlocks real-time insights and information to enable them to deliver better, safer patient care during these critical times.

Deployment
Together with Cisco, we have designed a simplified and
remote implementation process that enables hospitals and
healthcare facilities to quickly deploy location-based services
capabilities where required. This joint offering enables you to
be fully operational on an accelerated schedule.

Conditions
• Deployment includes the necessary technical components
from STANLEY Healthcare and Cisco
• Services for new system installation are included with this
offer
• Servers are to be provided by the customer
• Please refer to the specific STANLEY Healthcare “COVID-19
Quick Deployment Bundle” for additional Conditions

DISCLAIMERS
* CISCO DNA SPACES: The free 90-day subscription offer for Cisco DNA Spaces is valid through June 30th, 2020 (registration for Cisco DNA
Spaces needs to be completed by June 30th, 2020 and activated by July 30th, 2020). At the end of the free 90-day subscription to Cisco DNA
Spaces, customers can extend the subscription by purchasing a Cisco DNA Spaces Extend or Act subscription for a standard licensing term.
Customer onboarding, setup assistance and production level support for Cisco DNA Spaces are all delivered remotely.
** STANLEY HEALTHCARE: All product and pricing offerings are subject to a mutually agreed quote and acceptance by STANLEY Healthcare of
customer’s purchase order. STANLEY Healthcare reserves the right to set criteria for this promotion based on factors including, but not limited
to, contractual terms and product availability. The offer period for STANLEY Healthcare product offerings begins on April 1, 2020 and expires
on June 30, 2020. Customer must submit a purchase order to STANLEY Healthcare no later than June 30, 2020. This offer may not be applied
retroactively for orders placed prior to April 1, 2020. STANLEY Healthcare reserves the right to modify or cancel this offer at any time without
notice. Offer valid for customers only in the United States, Canada and other selected geographies.

About STANLEY Healthcare
Over 15,000 hospitals and senior living communities rely on STANLEY Healthcare solutions to
empower caregivers to deliver better care. STANLEY Healthcare is a part of Stanley Black & Decker
and a proud supporter of the Alzheimer’s Association®. Learn more at stanleyhealthcare.com.
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